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Have confidence in your leaders and submit to their authority, because they keep watch over you 

as those who must give an account. Do this so that their work will be a joy, not a burden, for that 

would be of no benefit to you (Hebrews 13:17 NIV) 

 

At the heart of all transformation of relationships lies transformation of ourselves. This is both 

where we have the most power to create change and the most reluctance to confront the need for 

it. In this instance, the process starts with an honest examination of how we have learned to cope 

with authority relationships” - Ira Chaleff 

 

 

Course Description 

Given that leadership and followership are so inseparably linked, how can you go about 

transforming the nature of your relationship with your leader? This course allows students to 

explore this relationship through a format involving elements of directed study, classroom 

seminars, online discussion, and a shared conference experience.  

 

Throughout our lives, and in varying degrees, we both give and follow leadership; we both have 

and submit to authority. This course is designed to address the common scenario of students 

leaving college to assume entry level positions in ministry or the workplace. Together, we will 

explore answers to the following important questions: a) what attitudes and actions will I bring to 

the responsibility of following a leader?, b) what kind of leadership inspires me?, and c) what 

strengths can I bring to the task of leadership? 

 

In addition to the conference sessions, the class sessions will meet on the following dates: 

 Wednesday January 14, 2015 at 10:45am (Orientation to course and GLS conference)  

 Wednesdays, February 4th and 11th from 10:45am – 12:15pm (Becoming a Person of 

Influence seminars with certified coach Todd MacPherson) 
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Relationship to Horizon’s mission and student learning competencies. 

Since it is central to Horizon’s mission to prepare leaders, two areas of competency development 

apply to this course: leader/administrator and spiritual maturity. Since this is a foundational 

course, students will wrestle with the important introductory issues of submission to authority 

and the challenge to contribute value to a leadership team.  

 

Learning Outcomes 

Upon completion of this course the student will be able to: 

1. Describe the positive biblical images of followership to adopt into a personal value 

system  

2. Recall the preferred qualities of leadership they both want to follow and emulate.   

3. Identify specific patterns of personal leadership strengths that add value to a leadership 

team.   

4. Recognize how to add value to a variety of relationships including colleagues and 

leaders. 

 

Learning Objectives 

In order to achieve the stated outcomes, students should be able to: 

Cognitive (Knowledge, information processing) 

 Locate key biblical passages that inform a sound theology of followership and refute 

false ideas of this role. 

 Describe some basic leadership theories and to recognize them in action.   

 Define exactly what strengths they can bring to a situation and how it can benefit leaders 

and team members.   

 

Affective (Values, convictions) 

 Express rest and confidence in the relationship of following another’s authority.  

 Develop a clearer picture of what marks a healthy leader – follower relationship. 

 Formulate a set of values that guide future decisions on ministry and employment 

opportunities    

 

Conative (Skills/Application) 

 Refute unsound ideas that devalue the notion of followership in church and 

organizational life.  

 Spot a compatible leadership relationship and ministry purpose 

 Express the specific leadership abilities they can add to a leader and ministry through a 

concise resume format.   

 

 

 

 



Required Readings: 

Armstrong, Tracey. Followership: The Leadership Principle No One is Talking About. 

Shippensburg, PA: Destiny Image, 2010. ISBN 13: 978-0-7684-3225-1 

 

Ehrhart, Mark G, and Katherine J. Klein. “Predicting Followers’ Preferences for Charismatic 

Leadership: The Influence of Follower Values and Personality.” The Leadership 

Quarterly 12 (2001) 159-179. (Article located on the Populi webpage) 

 

Rath, Tom. StrengthsFinder 2.0, Gallup Press, 2007. ISBN-10: 9781595620156, ISBN-13: 978-

1595620156 

  

Course Assignments and Evaluation: 

A. Assignments 

1. Guided Readings Review. Read the assigned textbook, Followership: The Leadership 

Principle No One is Talking About, as well as Ehrhart and Klein’s article. Students will 

follow the set of guidelines provided for response. The learning objective of this 

assignment is to identify and reflect upon key concepts that will influence a personal 

approach to embracing followership roles and relating to authority figures. Overall, 

students must ensure they are referencing the textbooks in their comments to ensure 

mastery of the content. This assignment must be a maximum of 12 pages.  

Value:  40%.  

Date due: January 30, 2015   

 

2.  Global Leadership Summit conference review: Students will complete a guided review 

of the GLS conference held January 22-23, 2015 on the Horizon campus. Each student 

will respond to several quotes, questions, and topics meant to draw out the qualities of 

leadership they find worthy of following and emulating. The learning objective of this 

assignment is to identify key concepts and convictions that will clarify leadership 

qualities worth following and emulating. The paper should be 6-8 pages including 

references as needed.  

Value:  40%.  

Date due: February 6, 2015   

 

3. Report and reflection paper on the StrengthsFinder 2.0 assessment: Students will 

complete the online assessment associated with Rath’s book (see back cover for code) 

and develop a personal profile of the core strengths they can bring to leadership and team 

roles. The learning objective of this assignment is to create a personal strengths profile 

and describe their best contributions to a leadership team or situation. The paper should 

be maximum 5-7 pages including references as needed.  

Value:  20%.  

Date due: February 27, 2015  



B. Time Investment and Value 

 

GLS conference 

Readings 

In-class Seminars 

GLS conference review 

Guided book review 

StrengthsFinder 2.0 assessment 

                                 Total =                                          

  16 hrs 

25 hrs 

  4 hrs 

24 hrs 

 24 hrs 

11 hrs 

105 hrs 

 

 

 

40% 

40% 

20%   

 

Assessment/Grading 

Horizon’s grading is criterion-based with direct connections to the stated learning outcomes, 

which is in keeping with a competency-based education (CBE) approach. Since competency is 

the focus of assessment, students will receive feedback on demonstrated ability. Assessments 

should include feedback on specific elements of the competencies with commendations and 

suggestions for improvement. However, for transferability purposes the final grade for the course 

will include a U of S equivalency letter or percentage grade.    

 

 


